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Using Monte Carlo simulation, scaling, variational and mean-field arguments we investigate forces
between charged spherical aggregates conferred by oppositely charged polymeric chains. Two types
of polymer mediated attraction are found in this system, both of a bridging type but differing
markedly in terms of the range. Theentropicbridging force is of a range comparable to the average
monomer–monomer separation in the chain. It is present whenever many chains have to compensate
the charge on two macroions. Theenergeticbridging force has a range of the order of the length of
the polymer chain and pertains to situations when a single chain has to compensate the charge on
more than one macroion. In what follows we shall give a detailed analysis of both bridging
interactions with a special regard for polycounterion versus simple counterion effects. The two types
of bridging are in a certain sense complementary and should be present in polymer– surfactant
systems at different regimes of the polymer–macroion concentration ratios. ©1995 American
Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction between two macroions immersed in a
electrolyte solution is normally dominated by strong repu
sive forces. The repulsion has its origin in the overlap of th
diffuse double layers of counterions neutralizing the charg
particles.1 The interaction is well described by mean-field
theory as long as the counterions are monovalent. The me
field theory neglects correlations between the counterio
and as a consequence there is an attractive force compon
lacking in it.2 The attractive component turns out to be th
dominating one in many systems with divalent counterion
or elsewhere when the ion–ion interaction is strong. This h
been clearly shown in simulations and anisotropic hypern
ted chain calculations.2,3

Addition of neutral salt to an electric double layer nor
mally leads to a decreased repulsion, that is, the macroio
macroion interaction becomes screened. The screening is
ponential and the mean-field approach works very well for
1:1 salt, as demonstrated by comparison with surface for
experiments.4 In a double layer with divalent counterions o
where the added salt contains divalent counterions the o
come is less clear. We can, for example, envisage a situat
where the original repulsive interaction turns attractive, b
also the opposite should be possible. The situation for div
lent counterions can be summarized as a delicate bala
between attractive and repulsive forces with a generally ve
weaknet force. The ionic size will only be important at very
short separations and will therefore further complicate th
picture, but we will leave this morass and instead turn
polyelectrolyte counterions.

Polyelectrolytes are quite common in colloidal system
both in nature and in technological applications and wh
makes this study worthwhile is that they have a profoun
influence on the colloid stability.5 Let us recapitulate the be-

a!On leave from J.Stefan Institute, P.O.B. 100, 61000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
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havior in a salt-free system, where polyelectrolytes act
counterions to two infinite charged planar walls. The tw
uniformly charged walls are neutralized by polyelectrolyte
consisting of monomers of the opposite charge. The cha
are free to move in the intervening space and the monome
monomer bonds are described as simple harmonic potent
with zero equilibrium separation. The repulsive double lay
interaction seen with monovalent counterions will com
pletely disappear under these conditions and the polyelec
lytes will instead give rise to a strong short range
attraction.6 The attraction is due to chains bridging from on
charged wall to the other. This means that the attracti
stems from an elastic stretching of the chains. The elect
static repulsion between the chains forces them to res
close to the charged walls—this is the energetically mo
favorable configuration. The chain entropy, however, is ve
low under these conditions. Thus, by bridging from on
charged wall to the other one, the chain gains substan
entropy. The electrostatic potential is very high in the midr
gion, which means that the bridging can only involve one
two monomers. The attraction will be strong, but sho
ranged and of importance only when the surface–surfa
separation is of the same order as the monomer–monom
separation. For separations larger than the monome
monomer distance the interaction will be virtually zero an
much smaller than the ordinary double-layer repulsio
hence not detectable by a surface force experiment.7

The chain length has only a marginal influence on th
attraction, since the bridging only involves one or two bond
Whether the chains are free or grafted with one end to eith
of the two walls is immaterial as is also the detailed descri
tion of the bonding potential between the monomers of t
chain.8 The attraction will increase with surface charge de
sity, the minimum in the force-distance curve will becom
deeper and more narrow at the same time as it is shif
inwards. This behavior is qualitatively described in the poly
electrolyte mean-field theory due to Podgornik.9.
94239423/12/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physicsto¬AIP¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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9424 Podgornick, Åkesson, and Jönsson: Colloidal interactions
The assumption of perfect matching between the amo
of charge on the walls and on the polyelectrolyte is of cou
a highly idealized situation and under most experimen
situations one will find either an over- or undercompensa
system. The conclusions stated above will remain valid
there is a small imbalance in charge, but a strongly over-
undercompensated system will not show any attract
interaction.7

The case of interacting spherical aggregates in the p
ence of polycounterions differs from the interaction betwe
two infinitely extended planar surfaces mainly in the fact th
the polyelectrolyte counterions are not only subjected
electrostatic self-interactions but are also in a large attrac
electrostatic field provided by the two oppositely charg
macroions. As is known there is no corresponding elect
static field between two infinite equally charged planar s
faces. One would thus expect that if anything the bridgi
attraction between charged aggregates of finite extens
should be even more pronounced. We will thus try to est
lish the details of this bridging attraction between two sphe
cal macroions under different conditions.

There are also clear experimental indications that po
electrolyte promoted bridging is particularly relevant in th
case of interaction between polyelectrolytes and ionic m
celles or silicic acid colloid particles.10 The existence of elec-
trostatically bound polyelectrolyte–colloid particle com
plexes has been inferred, composed of a sin
polyelectrolyte chain with at least two and up to several te
of colloid particles. The polymer–micelle complex in th
latter case resembles a necklace of up to 30 micelles threa
along the polymer chain.11 Furthermore the interaction be
tween DNA and cationic liposomes starts with the bridgin
induced complexation of liposomes12 that later leads to en-
capsulation of DNA and its eventual transfection in the pre
ence of cells, a process of considerable practical significa
but unfortunately still poorly understood.

In what follows we shall investigate the interaction b
tween two charged spherical aggregates mediated by neu
izing polyelectrolyte chains. We shall analyze the effect
simple- and polycounterions on the net force between
aggregates. The result of our computation, which is with
the framework set by the sphericalcell model,13 is a mean
force between spherical aggregates. We thus disregard
many-body effects that should be of some importance in t
system but are on the other hand extremely difficult to an
lyze. The difficulties stem mainly from the pronounce
charge dissymmetry of the system that contains hig
charged macroions and polycounterions together with sim
ions. This leads to configurations of tight association b
tween macroions and polycounterions, thus making indep
dent trial Monte Carlo moves of the macroions difficult t
find. By avoiding these difficulties through the use of thecell
modelwe have admittedly simplified the system but we b
lieve the simplifications are more than compensated by
insight that one can thus gain into the effective macroion p
interaction. A short version of this work was published
Ref. 14.
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II. MICROSCOPIC MODEL

The model system composed of a polyelectrolyte chai
N monomers long, two macroions atR1 and R2, andNC

simple counterions, is described with the following mode
~effective! Hamiltonian:

H~N!5 (
i51

N21

uB@ ur ~ i !2r ~ i11!u#1
1

2 (
i , j51

N1NC

uC@ ur ~ i !2r ~ j !u#

1 (
i51

N1NC

$UC@ uR12r ~ i !u#1UC@ uR22r ~ i !u#%

1UC~ uR22R1u!1
1

2 (
i , j51

N1NC

uHC@ ur ~ i !2r ~ j !u#

1 (
i51

N1NC

$UHC@ uR12r ~ i !u#1UHC@ uR22r ~ i !u#%.

~2.1!

The monomer–monomer bond potential is given by

uB~ ur2r 8u!5 1
2 K Fur2r 8u2, ~2.2!

whereK F is the harmonic force constant characterizing the
stiffness of the bond. This is the simplest one parametr
model bond potential that one can think of. More compli-
cated expressions introduce additional unknown param
eters,15 a situation that we would definitively like to avoid.
Since we want to elucidate qualitative features of the poly
electrolyte behavior the details of the bonding potential ar
not important.

FurthermoreuC(ur2r 8u) is the Coulomb interaction po-
tential between two monomers and/or simple counterion
both of chargee0 at r and r 8,

uC~ ur2r 8u!5
e0
2

4pee0

1

ur2r 8u
, ~2.3!

wheree ande0 are the dielectric permittivity of the aqueous
medium and the electric constant.UC(uR2r u) is the Cou-
lomb potential between a macroion of total charge2e lo-
cated atR and a monomer or a simple counterion with an
elementary chargee0 at r 8:

UC~ uR2r 8u!52
ee0

4pee0

1

uR2r 8u
. ~2.4!

Also,UC(uR2R8u) is a direct Coulomb interaction between
two macroions atR andR8 with a charge2e each.

Instead of usingK F as a measure of the stiffness of the
bond, we can equivalently use a related quantity,Rmin ,
which is obtained from the minimization of interaction en-
ergy between two monomers, i.e.,Rmin5(e0

2/4pee0K F)
1/3

as the parameter describing the strength of the bonds.
The hard-core potentials act either between mobile sp

cies ~polymer beads and simple counterions!

uHC~ ur2r 8u!5H 0, ur2r 8u.2d

`, ur2r 8u,2d
, ~2.5!
, No. 23, 15 June 1995to¬AIP¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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9425Podgornick, Åkesson, and Jönsson: Colloidal interactions
where d52.1 Å is the hard-core radius of monomers an
simple counterions, or between mobile species and the t
macroions

UHC~ ur2r 8u!5H 0, ur2r 8u.RA1d

`, ur2r 8u,RA1d
, ~2.6!

whereRA is the hard-core radius of the macroions. The har
core repulsion between macroions need not be included
they are kept fixed atR andR8.

The above model is now used as a basis for MC sim
lations with a fixed value ofRmin56 Å, e578.3 and
T5298 K. In different simulations we varyN, NC , e, RA ,
andD5uR12R2u22RA .

III. BALANCE OF FORCES

The balance of forces in a statistical mechanical e
semble, acting between parts of the system or between
system as a whole and its surroundings can be assesed
variety of different ways of which the s.c. contact theorem
has proved to be most suitable for Monte Carl
applications.16 This is due to the fact that it contains only
statistical averages of mechanical quantities and differe
moments of density distributions of particles. In a syste
like the one treated here, the most straightforward express
for the forces acting between two aggregates can be deriv
from the expression for the average force in a fluid across
fictitious plane, which is conveniently placed at the midpoin
between the two macroions.17 In this way we obtain for the
force (Fn) acting along the radius vector joining the two
aggregates:

Fn5kTE
~S!
d2r r

~1!

~r !1E
~V1!

E
~V2!

d3r1 d
3r2 r

~2!

~r1 ,r2!

3fn~r1 ,r2!. ~3.1!

The subvolumesV1 andV2 extend over the left and the right
halves of the system so thatS coincides with the midplane.
fn(r1 ,r2) is the microscopic force acting between a partic
at r1 and the one atr2 in the direction of the normal to

the dividing surfaceS between V1 and V2. r
(1)
(r ) and

r
(2)
(r1 ,r2) are the one and two particle densities. One ca

show that this expression for the force is closely related
the contact theorem in planparallel geometry.18

The first term of Eq.~3.1! is just the momentum ex-
change betweenV1 andV2 due to the movement of particles
across the midplane. It has the form of an ideal osmo
pressure. For the system composed of polycounterions a
charged spherical aggregates providing the external elec
static attraction, the microscopic forcefn(r1 ,r2) is composed
of several contributions:8 the electrostatic force between the
polymer beads, the electrostatic force between the polym
beads and the two macroions, the configurational elas
force of the polymer beads whose joining vector pass
acrossS and the contribution of hard-core collisions betwee
mobile particles acrossS. In this way we obtain for the total
force,

Fn5Fn~osm!1Fn~cor!1Fn~dir!1Fn~bri!1Fn~col!, ~3.2!
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where osm stands for the osmotic~ideal! momentum ex-
change contribution, cor for the electrostatic correlation con
tribution, dir for the direct Coulomb interaction between the
two spherical aggregates, and bri the bridging contribution
stemming from the stretching of the polymer bonds acros
the dividing plane and col the collision contribution due to
the hard-core part of the interaction potential. The forma
definitions of the different force contributions can be written
as

Fn~osm!5kTE
~S!
d2r r

~1!

~r !,

Fn~cor!52E
~V1!

E
~V2!

d3r1 d
3r2 r

~2!

~r1 ,r2!
]uC~ ur12r2u!

]z

2E
~V1!

d3r1 r
~1!

~r1!
]UC~ uR22r1u!

]z

2E
~V2!

d3r2 r
~1!

~r2!
]UC~ uR12r2u!

]z ,

Fn~dir!52
]UC~ uR12R2u!

]z
, ~3.3!

Fn~bri!52E
~V1!

E
~V2!

d3r1 d
3r2 r

~2!

~r1 ,r2!
]uB~ ur12r2u!

]z ,

Fn~col!52E
~V1!

E
~V2!

d3r1 d
3r2 r

~2!

~r1 ,r2!
]uHC~ ur12r2u!

]z

52E
~V1!

E
~V2!

d3r1 d
3r2 r

~2!

~r1 ,r2!

3
]uHC~r !

]r U
r5ur12r2u

cosQ1,2.

cosQ1,25 z12z2 /ur12r2u is the angle between the normal to
the dividing surfaceS and the direction of the radius vector
joining the two colliding particles. In the model of Eq.~2.1!
the bonding potential is harmonic thus leading to

Fn~bri!52K F^uzi2zi11u&3nbr , ~3.4!

wherezi ,zi11 arez coordinates~normal toS! of two neigh-
boring beads along the chain that are on the opposite sides
S andnbr is the average number of bridges.

8 We now use the
standard arguments to convert]uHC(ur12r2u)/]r into a delta
function centered on the hard core of the particle, thus ob
taining a simplified form of the collision force:19

Fn~col!5kT^d~ ur12r2u22d!cosQ1,2&, ~3.5!

where the averaging is done over the distribution of particle
in V1 andV2 .

The above expression for the total force between two
subvolumes of the system can be straightforwardly applie
to the case of two macroions plus polyelectrolyte~and/or
simple counterions! in an infinite volume. If we confine the
system to a spherical simulation cell, however, then Eq.~3.1!
should also contain an isotropic component of the force
which is not connected with the net interaction between th
aggregates atR1 andR2 , but is rather due to the momentum
No. 23, 15 June 1995o¬AIP¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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9426 Podgornick, Åkesson, and Jönsson: Colloidal interactions
exchange at the cell surface. This isotropic component of
force simply reflects the existence of the ‘‘bulk’’ isotropi
pressurepcell in the system

pcell5kT r
~1!

~Rcell!, ~3.6!

given by the standard contact theorem applicable to h
surfaces.18 To get the net force between the aggregates
have to subtract this isotropic force contribution

Fcell5E
~S !

d2r pcell ~3.7!

from Fn in Eq. ~3.2!, whereS is the area of the cell bound
ary. The resulting force is the physical net force acting b
tween the macroions, its osmotic contribution being simp
rescaled according to

Fn~osm!→kTE
~S!
d2r r

~1!

~r !2Fcell , ~3.8!

where the surface of integrationS is the bounding surface
between volumesV1 andV2 in the simulation cell.

IV. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION TECHNIQUES

Monte Carlo simulations of the system described by t
model Hamiltonian@Eq. ~2.1!# were performed in a canoni-
cal ensemble with the standard Metropolis algorithm.20 The
mobile charges~polymer chains and simple counterions! and
the two immobile macroions, see Fig. 1, were enclosed i
spherical simulation cell of radiusRcell . Convergence of the
force between the two macroions, being the slowest of all
monitored quantities, was used to assess the overall con
gence of each simulation. Usually the equilibration runs co
sisted of approx.;106 configurations per particle, followed
by at least as many configurations in the production ru
Each trial move consisted of a random displacement o
randomly chosen monomer or simple counterion on the
terval @26 Å ,16 Å # in each of the Cartesian directions o
equivalently the interval was chosen so that the accepta
rate was between 40%250%. The main source of rejecte
configurations was the hard-core monomer~counterion!–
macroion interaction.

The most critical simulations are the ones where t
chain goes from a captured to a localized state~see below!.
This region was studied by extra long simulations with 17

configurations/particle and in one instance~chain composed
of 30 monomers plus 60 additional simple counterions! with
108 configurations/particle. The results showed no significa
deviations from the shorter simulations with 106

configurations/particle.
Three different initial conditions for the positions of th

monomers and counterions were tried:
~i! monomers were grouped on the symmetry plane

tween the two macroions,
~ii ! monomers were grouped on the plane behind one

the macroions at the same distance from that macroion as
separation between the macroions, and

~iii ! monomers were simply randomly distributed ov
the simulation cell.
Since no significant differences were detected in the fi
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10Downloaded¬14¬Jan¬2001¬¬to¬193.2.6.183.¬¬Redistribution¬subject
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distributions after the equilibration run of the same length
~usually 106 configurations/particle, with test cases of up to
108 configurations/particle!, all of the described simulations
used the latter~random! initial condition.

The maximum number of mobile charges in the simula-
tions was 120. In this case the equilibration run consisted o
1203106 configurations with just as many in the production
run. We monitored convergence of the different parts of the
conformational energy@Eq. ~2.1!#, mean end to end separa-
tion, radius of gyration, density of the mobile charges at the
simulation cell wall, and different components of the force.
In all of the production runs the accuracy was always bette
than 10% and was typically around several %. An example
of the relative errors in different simulated quantities is given
in Table I.

Because of tight complexation between polyelectrolyte
chains and oppositely charged macroions when there are n
additional simple counterions involved, the isotropic contri-
bution to the interaction force was negligible if simple coun-
terions were not present in the simulation cell. We thus stat
the values of the simulation cell radius only when simple
counterions are present.

The collision contribution to the total force@Eq. ~3.5!#
could be obtained most accurately through the application o
the modified Widom insertion technique.21 However in the
case of connected particles, i.e., polymer chains, we avoide

FIG. 1. A simulation snapshot for two different values of the separation
between macroions. There are 30 monomers in the chain plus 90 simp
counterions in the simulation cell. The upper picture (D560 Å! presents a
localizedchain and the lower one (D530 Å! a capturedchain~see the main
text!.
2, No. 23, 15 June 1995¬to¬AIP¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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9427Podgornick, Åkesson, and Jönsson: Colloidal interactions
the substantial problems in the determination of the polym
chemical potential needed in the application of the insert
technique by simply evaluating the average@Eq. ~3.5!# nu-
merically, where the delta function was approximated with
finite size blip. We checked this procedure in the limitin
case of no connected counterions and found perfect ag
ment with the modified insertion technique.

We checked Eq.~3.8! also numerically, see Fig. 2. On
can distinguish thatFn of Eq. ~3.1! approaches a constan
value as the separation between macroions increases.
one can plot the total force Eq.~3.1! together with its isotro-
pic part Fcell @Eq. ~3.6!#, and verify that they are indistin-
guishable at large separations between the macroions
proving the necessity of rescaling embodied in Eq.~3.8!. The
radius of the simulation cell should be chosen large enou
in comparison with the separation between the macroions
that the configuration of the macroions does not perturb
density of the counterions at the cell wall. Figure 2 shows
total force and its isotropic component for two choices
Rcell5180 and 240 Å. The total force curves for differen
cell radii are just displaced in the vertical direction, witho
any significant changes in their shapes.Fcell , on the contrary,
is approximately constant forRcell5320 Å, but ceases to
remain so for the smaller cell radius. This is understanda
since forRcell5180 Å at maximal interaggregate separatio
the surfaces of the macroions approach prohibitively close
the surface of the cell, locally perturbing the one partic
density at the cell surface. It is only above a certain minim
cell radius thatFcell actually remains unaffected by the inte
aggregate separation. One can thus assess the adequa
the chosen cell radius by monitoring the dependence of
isotropic force component@Eq. ~3.6!# on the separation be-
tween the macroions.

For all the simulations with simple counterions we ver

TABLE I. Average error in different simulated quantities. We chose
example where the approach to equilibrium was slowest and the error lar
of all the simulations cited. We use the case of one chain with 30 monom
and 60 counterions. The charge on the macroions just counters the ch
of the monomers and the counterions. The hard core diameter was take
4.2 Å and the macroion has a diameter of 20 Å. The center to center s
ration between the macroions is 100.0 Å. The radius of the simulation
was taken to be 140.00 Å andRmin was 6 Å. The simulation consisted o
'13107 configurations. The definitions of the quantities in the table
given in Sec. III, except for the rms dimensions which are defined in
standard manner~Ref. 28! and the Gaussian energy, which is the energy
all the harmonic bonds.

Quantity Units Average value Error

Coulomb energy kJ/mol 20.1933104 1%
Gaussian energy kJ/mol 0.1293103 1%
rms radius of gyration Å 0.2253102 2%
rms end–end distance Å 0.3513102 2%
The bridging force 10212 N 20.20731023 2%
The correlation force 10212 N 20.5853102 1%
The direct electrostatic force 10212 N 20.5963102 0%
The collision force 10212 N 0.10631022 1%
The osmotic force 10212 N 0.6653101 3%
The total force 10212 N 0.7823101 7%
The cell force 10212 N 0.4973101 1%
The net macroion force 10212 N 0.2863101 8%
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10Downloaded¬14¬Jan¬2001¬¬to¬193.2.6.183.¬¬Redistribution¬subject
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fied the constancy ofFcell over the whole range of investi-
gated separations between the two spherical macroions.

V. A SINGLE CHAIN

We first of all analyze the force between two charged
spherical aggregates in the presence of a single neutralizin
charged chain, see Fig. 3. For a 20-bead chain we see that th
shape of the force curve depends on the electrostatic cou
pling between the chain and the charged aggregates. For su
ficiently large surface charge density on the spherical aggre
gate, however, the general shape of the force curve remain
the same. Excluding the region of very small intersurface
separations, the force curve displays an attractive regime ap
proximately linear in its dependence on the intersurface sepa
ration that ends in a sudden drop of the force to much
smaller, but still attractive values. For aggregate radii larger
than '20 Å, the force curve displays no linear attractive
regime. At very small separations the picture is somewhat
more complicated since the dependence on the aggregate r
dius is not monotonic. For very small aggregate radii,
RA53 Å, the force at very small separations is large and
attractive, while for larger radii,RA510, 20 Å, it becomes
large but repulsive to diminish again as the aggregate radiu
is increased even further.

The associated changes in the conformation of the chain
as exemplified by the mean end–end separation of the poly
mer ~insert of Fig. 3! are revealing. We find that the sudden
break in the force curve is invariably accompanied by a ma-
jor change in the configuration of the polymer chain. This
appears to be a salient feature of the polymer mediated in
teractions and has been stressed in previous work on polyme

an
gest
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f
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a

of

FIG. 2. An illustration of the rescaling@Eq. ~3.8!#. The total forceFn ~open
circles!, Eq. ~3.2! and the isotropic bulk contribution to the forceFcell ~filled
circles!, Eq.~3.7! as functions of the intersurface separation between the two
macroions, in the case of aN520 with 40 simple counterions for two cell
dimensions,Rcell5180 Å ~small circles! andRcell5320 Å ~large circles!. In
the case of the large value ofRcell Fn approaches a constant value equal to
Fcell on increase of the intermacroion separation. For the smaller value of
Rcell the isotropic bulk contribution to the force varies with the separation
between the macroions.
2, No. 23, 15 June 1995¬to¬AIP¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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9428 Podgornick, Åkesson, and Jönsson: Colloidal interactions
mediated forces in systems with planar symmetry.9 First of
all the mean end–end separation of the 20 - bead polym
indicates that for small electrostatic couplings, i.e., large a
gregate radii, the configuration of the chain is unaffected
the presence of external electrostatic fields. Its average
mensions remain practically unaffected by the separation
tween the aggregates and equal to its value in the absenc
any external field, seeRA5100 Å in Fig. 3. As the electro-
static coupling is increased the chain becomes severely
fected by the presence of the charged aggregates. At s
and intermediate interaggregate separations the dimensio
the chain scales linearly withD5uR12R2u22RA . This re-
gion in the conformational space of the chain coincides w
the attractive regime in the force curve. As the separation
increased above a critical value,Dc , depending on the radius
of the aggregate, the dimension of the chain is drastica
reduced and remains constant if the separation is increa
further. A view at the configuration of the system indicat
that the chain snaps from a bridging configuration, where
is shared by both aggregates, to a localized configura
where it remains in the vicinity of a single aggregate~see
Fig. 1!.

A detour regarding nomenclature is in order at this poi
We propose to call a chain that has a symmetric monom
density distribution with respect to both aggregates as be
capturedby them.22 A configuration of the chain, where i
embraces both aggregates and is not localized in the vici
of one of them is thus referred to ascapturedconfiguration.
On the contrary when the monomer distribution is not sy
metric with respect to both macroions we refer to the cha
as beinglocalized in the vicinity of a single macroion~see
Fig. 1!.

Table II gives the breakdown of the force in Fig. 3 int
different components, defined in Eq.~3.2!, for three values of

FIG. 3. The net force as a function of the intersurface separation betw
the macroions for different radii. The length of the chain is 20 beads in
the force curves. The symbols are as follows:RA53 Å (L), RA510 Å
(h), RA520 Å (n), RA5100 Å (d). The insert shows the correspondin
variations in the mean end–end separation. On this as on all the other fig
the intermacroion force is measured in 10212 N.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10Downloaded¬14¬Jan¬2001¬¬to¬193.2.6.183.¬¬Redistribution¬subject
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the intersurface separation,D510, 70, 140 Å . First of all
we note that at small and intermediate separations, for th
very small interaggregate radius, the bridging contribution to
the force is overwhelming. For larger radii it is however
counteracted by an increasing osmotic force. This is unde
standable as the electrostatic coupling for small aggregates
largest, giving a low monomer concentration at the midplane
On the other hand, the bridging term, stemming from the
stretching of monomer–monomer bonds, is of high strengt
under such conditions. At even larger radii the Coulombic
term contributes significantly to the force, which may be-
come repulsive. At large separations,D5140 Å , after the
symmetry breaking transition of the monomer density distri-
bution the forces are overall weak, dominated by the Cou
lombic contribution that derives from the charge reversal on
the aggregate onto which the chain finally localizes. The
force becomes thus basically a Coulomb attraction betwee
two oppositely charged spheres, decaying asD22.

In prospect we would like to determine whether the de-
pendence of the force onN, the number of monomers in the
polymer chain, can be described in terms of simple scalin
laws. Figure 4 presents the force between twoRA520 Å
aggregates for different chain lengths, the longest one bein
N5100. We see that for sufficiently largeN ~actually already
for N>20) the shape of the force curve remains the same
we scale it with respect to the length of the chain. Initially
there is a repulsive regime dominated by the osmotic contr
bution, that gives way to a bridging dominated attraction
linear in the separation. This regime is terminated abruptly
after the captured chain makes its symmetry breaking leap
one of the aggregates. Notably at larger chain lengths~and
thus higher aggregate charge! there is an additional regime
between osmotic repulsion at small separations and bridgin
attraction at larger separations, where the force is still attrac

een
all

g
ures

TABLE II. The breakdown of the total force between two macroions and a
neutralizing charged polymeric chain into the constituent components.RA is
the radius of the macroion. The polyelectrolyte chain is 20 beads long
N520, thus giving for the charge on the macroion,210e0 . The different
contributions to the total force between the spherical aggregates are defin
in Eq. ~3.2!. The Coulombic part refers to the sum of the correlation term
and the direct electrostatic force between the macroions. All force contribu
tions are measured in units of 10212 N.

D ~Å! RA ~Å! Osmotic Bridging Coulombic

3 2.7 223.8 21.0
10 10.8 221.2 21.6

10 20 21.7 229.7 0
50 28.6 233.3 5.9
100 16.5 219.0 5.7
3 2.6 226.1 0.7
10 3.5 218.9 2.0

70 20 4.1 214.2 2.9
50 6.2 211.5 2.7
100 8.25 212.5 4.0
3 0.05 20.1 21.4
10 0.0 20.0 21.2

140 20 0.0 20.0 21.0
50 0.8 21.5 20.2
100 2.7 24.5 1.5
2, No. 23, 15 June 1995¬to¬AIP¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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9429Podgornick, Åkesson, and Jönsson: Colloidal interactions
tive but larger than the simple scaling law would have u
predict. This extra attraction at high electrostatic couplin
~cf. Fig. 4! is also due to bridging, but of the same kind a
found in a planar system.6 In this case the force is strong bu
short ranged and is due to several bonds stretching across
midplane. As the separation increases the energy for suc
configuration increases rapidly, and the chain becomes c
tured with only one bond across the midplane.

The dependence of the force on the length of the cha
gives us some insight into the scaling properties of the forc
Clearly for a long enough chain the force scales linearly wi
N at most of the separations, while at the same time it r
mains also an approximately linear function ofD for sepa-
rations smaller than the capture distance. We can thus m
the following empirical conjecture: at separations where th
chain is captured the form of the polymer mediated force c
be represented approximately as

f;2aSD
l

1bNrD , ~5.1!

wherel 25 3kT/K F , a andb depend onRA , while r;1.
At larger separations, following the symmetry breaking lea
of the chain and its localization, we would have on the oth
hand

f;2
e2

D2 , ~5.2!

a force which, apart from the sign, would be about the sam
as the repulsive force between bare aggregates.

VI. GRAFTED AND FREE CHAINS

We now consider a system with two macroions and se
eral polyelectrolyte chains, which are grafted with one end

FIG. 4. The net force as a function of separation with variable length of t
neutralizing polymer chain. The radius of the macroion isRA520 Å. The
lengths of the neutralizing polymer chain are:N510 (L), N520 (h),
N530 (n), N560 (s), N5100 (d). The insert shows the scaling of
the force with the length of the chain at separations:D570 Å ~small open
circle!, D5100 Å ~medium open circle!, andD5130 Å ~large open circle!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬14¬Jan¬2001¬¬to¬193.2.6.183.¬¬Redistribution¬subject¬
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either of the macroions. It has been observed that this syst
behaves qualitatively as a planar system, although with
slightly weaker and more short ranged bridging attraction.17

First of all we note that the constraints brought in by
grafting one end of the chains to a surface of the macroion
not act drastically on the interaction, see Fig. 5. A gener
observation is, however, that as long as the total number
chains is even, enabling them to partition equally among th
two macroions to neutralize their charge, the magnitude
the overall polymer mediated force changes only moderate
with length or number of the chains.

If on the other side the number of chains is odd, meanin
that there is no simple partitioning of chains equally amon
the two macroions, the ensuing force looks rather differen
At intermediate separations the force does not approach z
as in the case of equal partitioning of the chains among t
two macroions, but remains attractive, scaling approximate
linearly with D. In its overall form the force in this regime
looks like the force in the captured regime, signifying that
mainly stems from the bridging contribution of a single chai
that is trying to neutralize both macroions simultaneousl
Also the force in the case of an odd number of chains look
approximately like a superposition of a short range bridgin
force, extending to about 15 Å, and a long range one, e
tending to the interaggregate separations of the order of t
unperturbed length of the chain.

Despite the limitation of the cell model there are severa
general conclusions that we can extract: whenever the cha
can partition equally among the macroions, meaning that t
number of chains neutralizing each of the two macroions

eFIG. 5. Forces between two uniformly charged spherical macroions wi
radiusRA518 Å with terminally attached (s) and unattached (d) chains.
The number of chains is 12. In the attached case each of the chains
composed of ten monomers with an additional link to the surface of th
macroion. The unattached chains are composed of ten monomers with
any force links to the surface. The insert shows the breakdown of the to
force into an ideal contribution~open and filled large circles!, minus har-
monic contribution~medium open and filled circles! and minus electrostatic
correlation forces~small open and filled circles!. The other force curves
represent: four chains 30 beads long (L) and three chains 40 beads long
(h), all unattached to the surface of the macroion.
, No. 23, 15 June 1995to¬AIP¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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9430 Podgornick, Åkesson, and Jönsson: Colloidal interactions
the same, the electrostatic attraction forces them to res
close to the respective adsorbing surfaces. As the chain
tropy is rather low in this condition, the chain can gain a
ditional entropy by bridging from one charged macroion
the other one. As the electrostatic potential is very high in
region between the macroions the bridging can only invo
one or two monomers, with most of the chain remaining
close proximity of the macroion surfaces. The overall depe
dence of the force on the length of the polyelectrolyte cha
should be marginal in this case. The attraction will be stro
but short ranged, on the order of the monomer–monom
separation. Most of the bridging attraction in this case com
from the stretching of a small number of bonds across
midaggregate plane and is entropy driven. With an odd nu
ber of chains one of them will eventually have to compens
charges on both of the macroions. This will lead to a situ
tion close to the capturing of the chain described in the p
vious section, where most of the attraction is derived fro
the electrostatic interaction energy between the bridg
chain and the two macroions. And indeed, see Fig. 5, with
odd number of chains we invariably end up with a long ran
force going approximately linearly with separation until th
chain localizes to one macroion. The dependence of the fo
on the length of the chain is quite pronounced in this ca
The breakdown of the force into its constituents also in
cates that the terms seriously affected as we go from eve
odd number of chains are the~dominating! bridging term and
the osmotic term which become long range for an odd nu
ber of chains. We would be able to observe a similar eff
also with a larger number of interacting macroions, where
long range bridging force would develop whenever the nu
ber of chains would not be divisible by the number of ma
roions.

If we want to draw a lesson for the possible experimen
situations we have to conclude that whenever the concen
tion of the chains is small compared to the concentration
the macroions, the chains will try to compensate the cha
on several macroions conferring to them at the same tim
long range bridging attraction. If on the other hand the co
centration of the polymer is large compared to the conc
tration of macroions, each chain can remain in the vicinity
a single macroion, making the long range bridging unpro
able. The short range bridging would however remain int
and the macroions would behave as sticky spheres.

VII. POLYCOUNTERIONS AND SIMPLE COUNTERIONS

We now generalize our model system by adding simp
counterions to the already present polycounterions. The
pendence of the interaggregate force on the amount of sim
counterions,NC , present in a cell withRcell5240 Å is
shown in Fig. 6. ForN530, we analyzed four cases: n
additional counterions, the number of counterions is half
number of beads in the chain, the number of counterions
equal to the number of beads in the chain and the numbe
counterions is twice the number of beads in the chain—w
the assumption of the overall electroneutrality. Wi
NC515 we see that the capture transition occurs at basic
unchanged value ofD, set by the value ofN. The magnitude
of the force is, however, increased. The dependence of
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬14¬Jan¬2001¬¬to¬193.2.6.183.¬¬Redistribution¬subject¬
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force onD is of the same type as in the absence of count-
erions, with a long range attractive regime after the chain is
localized, where the force goes asD22. If we make
NC530, we first of all note that the capture separation has
decreased. Below the capture separation the force aga
shows all the characteristics of the long range bridging ob-
served without any counterions. Above the capture separa
tion the force is essentially zero. Increasing the amount o
counterions even more makes the capture separation mov
further in, while the force in the captured regime remains
attractive only at a very narrow range~if at all!. After the
chain snaps to one of the aggregates the force turns repu
sive. Actually the repulsive branch of the force is hardly
distinguishable from the force acting in the presence of
simple counterions only, which is just the double-layer force
due to the inhomogeneous distribution of the counterions
We thus come all the way from the polymer dominated to the
counterion dominated interaggregate force. Note that fo
large amounts of the counterions the force could be de
scribed as being due to ‘‘sticky’’ spheres—it is repulsive for
large separations but has an attractive hump, extending ove
very small separations where it is attractive and reasonabl
large.

The breakdown of the total force into its components,
see Table III, might give us a clearer idea on the role played
by the polymer and the counterions. We note that the large
the number of counterions, the larger is their concentration a
the midplane and the larger is their osmotic contribution to
the force. When the bridging contribution is not important,
then the interaction may be qualitatively described as a
double-layer type repulsion. The osmotic contribution of the
polymer beads does not change drastically with the amoun
of simple counterions present as long as the chain is capture
by both macroions. After that it is essentially zero. The be-
havior of the bridging contribution to the total force indicates

FIG. 6. Net forces~see the main text! between macroions in the presence of
polyelectrolyte and simple counterions. Chain withN530 and no counteri-
ons (n), with 15 counterions~large filled circles!, with 30 counterions
~medium filled circles!, with 60 counterions~small filled circles!. The radius
of the cell was taken asRcell5240 Å.
, No. 23, 15 June 1995to¬AIP¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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TABLE III. The breakdown of the force between two spherical aggregatesRA520 Å, for different chain
lengths and different amount of simple counterions. The comparison is done at two separations,D560 Å and
D5120 Å. In the captions the different contributions refer to the different terms in the force balance equation,
Eq. ~3.2!. The Coulombic part refers to the sum of the correlation term and the direct electrostatic force between
the macroions while the osmotic term is broken down into a separate polymer and counterion contribution. All
the force contributions are measured in units of 10212 N. The radius of the cell was taken asRcell5240 Å.

D ~Å! N NC Osmotic~Pol.! Osmotic~Cou.! Bridging Coulombic -Isotropic

30 60 0.04 5.25 20.06 3.38 23.18
60 30 30 3.40 3.52 219.47 2.32 22.55

30 15 3.79 1.85 217.99 1.91 21.66
30 4.38 216.60 2.77
30 60 0.07 4.20 20.09 0.87 23.27

120 30 30 2.78 2.90 222.77 1.41 22.24
30 15 3.12 1.65 220.63 1.90 21.37
30 3.65 218.40 3.37
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that addition of counterions makes the bridging term large
the chain is captured, see the behavior of this component
N530 chain at both separations in Table III. This is n
really surprising, since the increasing counterion concen
tion also implies an increase of the macroion charges. The
fore it is energetically more convenient for the polym
beads to move more towards the oppositely charged ag
gate surfaces. This leads to more pronounced stretching
the chain and the bridging term increases. This trend is
lowed on addition of counterions up to a point, where t
stretching of the chain is energetically too costly and t
chain collapses to one of the aggregates. The same reaso
applies to a certain number of counterions while varying t
separation leads to the conclusion that the symmetry bre
ing transition from the captured state of the chain shou
occur at smaller interaggregate separations in the presenc
additional counterions. The sum of the correlation and
direct electrostatic interactions between the aggregates d
not show any drastic changes due to the presence of mon
lent counterions, while the isotropic contribution, or equiv
lently the bulk pressure in the cell increases with increas
amount of counterions in the cell.

The effect of the simple counterions on the force b
tween the macroions, if the charge on the macroions is k
fixed is shown in Fig. 7. It is obvious that the upper bound
the force is given by the double-layer repulsion where all t
countercharge is in the form of the simple counterions.
the contrary, the lower bound of the force is not given by t
case where all the countercharge is in the polymer chain
the simple counterions effect is not additive. The exchan
of monomer charges by simple counterions may under so
circumstances lead to an increased bridging attraction, bu
will simultaneously reduce its range.

VIII. DISCUSSION

It is difficult to rationalize all the findings on the poly
electrolyte mediated force in terms of a comprehensive th
retical model. There are, however, some partial results t
one can derive from simple theory that shed some light
the characteristics and the mere existence of the long ra
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬14¬Jan¬2001¬¬to¬193.2.6.183.¬¬Redistribution¬subject¬
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bridging force. It will be our purpose in what follows to
establish at least partial connections between the MC resu
and simple theory.

A. Mean-field approximation

We present a simple mean-field analysis of the polyele
trolyte in an external electrostatic field of two oppositely
charged macroions. For the sake of simplicity we shall ig
nore the finite extension of the macroions and shall tre
them as point sources (RA50). For a polyelectrolye chainN
beads long described by the Hamiltonian equation~2.1! but
without any hard-core interactions, the number of configur
tions with fixed ends atr andr 8, respectively,G (r ,r 8;N), is
given as

G ~r ,r 8;N!5(
i

e2EiNC i~r !C i~r 8!, ~8.1!

FIG. 7. Polymer chain of different length plus additional simple counter
ions. The total number of particles is being held constant at 100.N520
~large open circles!, N530 ~medium open circles!, N540 ~small filled
circles!, N580 ~large filled circles!, N5100, i.e., no simple counterions
~lower dotted line!, andN50, just simple counterions~upper dotted line!.
, No. 23, 15 June 1995to¬AIP¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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9432 Podgornick, Åkesson, and Jönsson: Colloidal interactions
where the eigenfunctions are solutions of the Schro¨dinger
equation23

F2
l 2

6
¹22UC~ uR12r u!2UC~ uR22r u!GC i~r !5EiC i~r !,

~8.2!

where we introducedl 25 3kT/K F and described the chain
with a continuous version of the bond potential@Eq. ~2.21!#.

A lowest order solution of the above equation is co
structed from an analogous quantum mechanical problem24

that gives to the lowest order in the inverse separation
tween the two macroions,uR12R2u5D, the following re-
sult:

DE0~D !>2
l 2

6lE
3E

~S!
d2rC0~r !

]

]n
C0~r !, ~8.3!

where lE measures the length scale and is given
lE5 l 2/3NlB5 l 24pee0kT/3Ne0

2 , with lB being the
Bjerrum length, whileDE0(D) is the change in the eigenen
ergy when the second macroion is brought to a separatioD
andn is the normal to the integration planeS that coincides
with the midplane between the two macroions.C0(r ) is the
ground state solution of Eq.~8.2! that one approximates with
C0(r )>a(r2R1 ,r2R2)e

2 uR12r u/lE, or with an analogous
expression centered onR2 . Thisansatzstems from the form
of the eigenfunction for a single macroion, whe
limD→`a(r2R1 ,r2R2) is actually a constant. By inserting
thisansatzback into Eq.~8.2! one can determine the form o
a(r2R1 ,r2R2). The functiona(r2R1 ,r2R2) is evaluated
approximately only in the region close to the axis connecti
the two macroions, what finally gives the approximate for
for the change in the free energy of the system on appro
of the second macroion:24

F52kTE E d3r d3r 8G ~r ,r 8;N!

>kTDE0~D !N;2
36

e
kT

N4lB
3

l 3 De2
3NlB

l 2
D, ~8.4!

whereF is the free energy of the chain as a function ofD.
Even in this very simplified mean-field analysis one is th
able to demonstrate that a polyelectrolyte chain in an attr
tive field of two oppositely charged macroions confers
effective attraction to them. We can derive the following a
proximate form of the force:

f52
]F

]D
;2kTN5lB

4De2
3NlB

l 2
D. ~8.5!

The major drawback of the above analysis is that it does
include the self-interaction of the chain what leads to t
wrong scaling of the force with respect toN. Nevertheless
for short chains where the effect of the self-interactions
small the above theory should qualitatively describe the
tractive force. There is no simple way to approach the effe
of self-interactions on this level of the theory and we reve
to alternative approaches.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬14¬Jan¬2001¬¬to¬193.2.6.183.¬¬Redistribution¬subject¬
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B. Variational approach

One way to include the electrostatic self-interaction
along the chain into the picture would be to employ a varia
tional principle on an easy to treatansatz. This has been
accomplished recently for a generalized quadratic variation
Hamiltonian.25 The configurational properties of the electro
statically self-interacting chain obtained variationaly wer
found to be in very good aggreement with simulation
results.26

With a quadraticansatzthe configurational properties of
the chain with a microscopic Hamiltonian@Eq. ~2.1!# ~but
with the hard-core repulsion omitted! are deduced from a
‘‘chain smeared’’ configurational energy of the form25

W~r0!5E d3rUC~ uR12r u!ra2~r ,r0!

1E d3rUC~ uR22r u!ra2~r ,r0!

1
1

2E E d3r d3r 8ra2~r ,r0!uC~ ur2r 8u!ra2~r 8,r0!,

~8.6!

where ra2(r 8,r0) is a Gaussian distribution of chain seg-
ments around the center of mass of the chain,r0 , with a
variancea2(r0), which is determined variationally.

25 Setting
a2(r0)5 (l 2/3z0)L(z0N/2), whereL(x) is the Langevin
function, one obtainsz0 as a solution of the Euler–Lagrange
equation in the form

3

2
kTz0

2~r0!N5
]

]a2
W~r0!. ~8.7!

Once the variational equation is solved, the free energy
obtained as a complicated integral overr0 and is a function
of the chain length and the magnitude of the macroio
charges atR1 andR2 .

In the case of two equally charged macroions@with
charge2 (1/2) Ne0)# separated byuR12R2u5D ~the mac-
roions are again treated as point sources!, we obtained ex-
plicit expressions for the free energy in two limiting cases.25

If the separation between macroions is large compared to t
length of the chain, the free energy has the approximate fo

F>kT
l 2

2 S Na2D1
e0
2N2~12A2!

ee0~4p!3/2a
2
e0
2 ~N2/4!

4pee0D
1... .

~8.8!

In this limiting case the chain is localized in the vicinity of
oneof the two macroions with the mean end to end separ
tion equal toAR25const, being independent ofN. The den-
sity distribution of the chain has in this case a spontaneous
broken symmetry. Furthermore the interaction between th
two charges is the same as if the polymer was absent, b
with a sign reversed~attraction instead of repulsion!.

In the opposite limit the free energy is obtained in th
form

F>
e0
2 ~N2/4!

4pee0D
1kT

l 2

2 S Na2D F211
23/2

23/221

D2

3a2
1...G ,

~8.9!
, No. 23, 15 June 1995to¬AIP¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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9433Podgornick, Åkesson, and Jönsson: Colloidal interactions
where except for the very small separations the second te
providing an attractive force linear in the separation betwe
the macroions, dominates. The polymer density distribut
is in this case symmetric with respect to both extern
charges. One should note here that the dependence on
chain length in Eq.~8.9! is very different from the case of an
ideal chain under external traction though theD dependence
is quadratic in both cases.

The general picture that emerges from the variation
calculation thus supports a polyelectrolyte mediated attr
tion between the two external charges at small separatio
with a symmetric distribution of the polymer segments in t
space between the charges, while for separations larger
D>Nl there is a symmetry breaking transition in the pol
mer density distribution leading to a charge reversal on o
of the external charges and the force becomes ordinary e
trostatic attraction.

C. Scaling analysis

The mean-field analysis given previously could be cri
cized from the standpoint of not having the intrachain inte
actions properly included in the calculation while it can b
shown that the variational approach is strictly valid only
the limit of short chains.27 However, there is yet anothe
revealing way, not hampered by the above limitations,
assess the qualitative effects of the self-interactions along
polymer chain on the interactions mediated by it, offered
the scaling arguments. In the most simple scaling analy
the free energy for a chain captured by the two aggrega
has the form

F;aM222bNM1kTSD
l

D 1/12a

~N2M !2 a/12a. ~8.10!

The first term corresponds to Coulombic self-interaction
theM beads of the whole chain that are adsorbed to the t
oppositely charged aggregates, the second one to the C
lombic interaction between the adsorbed parts of the ch
and the charges on the aggregates~the system is overall elec-
troneutral!, while the last one describes the stretching of t
part of the chain that occupies the space between the ag
gates and contains also the self-energy of the stretched
of the chain.22 a is the usual exponent associated with th
swelling of the chain,AR2;Na. While writing down Eq.
~8.10! we disregarded the detailed structure of the adsorpt
layer, assuming that all the adsorbed monomers are loc
right at the surface, and used only the roughest scaling fo
for the different parts of the free energy.28

In order to get the equilibrium force we first of all hav
to minimizeF with respect toM , i.e.

]F

]M
52aM22bN1kT

a

12a SD
l

D 1/12a

~N2M !2 1/12a

50. ~8.11!

The general form of this minimization condition is un
tractable, but there are revealing limiting cases that yield
simple analysis. ForM,N at sufficiently large separations
we obtain approximately
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M;NF12g0
12aNa22SD

l
D G , ~8.12!

where we introducedg05 kTa/(12a)2b. The ensuing
force assumes in this limit the approximate form

f52
]F

]D
;22a

g0
2~12a!N2~a21!

l 2 D

2kT
g0

2aNa

~12a!l S 12
a

b
a D . ~8.13!

Expression ~8.13! for the force describes a long range
attraction, extending over separations of the order of th
length of the chain, terminating abruptly at
D5Dc;l N

22ag0
a21 ,where the symmetry breaking transi-

tion occurs. The scaling of the attractive force withD andN
is completely consistent with simulation results@Eq. ~5.1!#
for the electrostatically stiffened chain witha>1. At
D5Dc , the attractive force will cease to exist and the chain
will make a symmetry breaking jump to one of the spheres
quite in a similar vain as in the more simple planar un-
charged case22 where the force in the captured regime is a
constant and where the adsorbing potential is short ranged

The presence of attractive bridging interactions appear
to be a salient feature of the polyelectrolyte colloid systems
There are however at least two distinct ways how polyelec
trolyte bridging can confer attraction between oppositely
charged macromolecular aggregates. First of all one has th
entropicbridging which stems from the chain configurations
spanning the interaggregate region by means of which th
chains gain substantial entropy. This attraction is strong bu
of short range, spanning at most the region of a few
monomer–monomer separations. It operates in planar sy
tems where the charges on the bounding surfaces create
electrostatic potential. Theenergeticbridging operates be-
tween charged spherical aggregates~or any other nonplanar
geometries for that matter! that can create large intervening
electrostatic potentials. It does not stem from the enhance
entropy of the bridging chains but rather from the energetic
of the chain–aggregate interactions right at the aggrega
surface. This type of bridging force is much longer ranged
than theentropic bridging and can be orders of magnitude
larger than the van der Waals force.

The existence of the long range bridging force has bee
clearly demonstrated through simulations as well as theoret
cal calculations. The model situation envisioned in both wa
of course quite simplified. As already stated we did not take
into account the many-body effects due to the existence o
other macroions in solutions. Also we presumed that the en
ergy scale of polyelectrolyte–macroion interaction is much
lower than the energy scale of macroion deformations. In
case of e.g., DNA–cationic liposome interaction12 we know
that the complexation induced by DNA bridging also even-
tually leads to deformation and rupture of the liposomes
These situations are well beyond the level of understandin
of polyelectrolyte bridging phenomena promoted in this con
tribution. Nevertheless we believe that a closer permeation o
, No. 23, 15 June 1995to¬AIP¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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liquid state as well as polymer physics approaches sho
provide additional insight into the complex set of phenomen
involving polyelectrolyte bridging.
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